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Summary Information
Repository DC Africana Archives Project
Title Sixth Pan-African Congress Records
Date circa 1970-1074
Extent 7.0 Cubic feet
Location note This collection is part of the holdings of the Moorland-Spingarn Research
Center at Howard University, 500 Howard Place, NW, Washington, DC
20059. Please contact them for information on accessing these materials.
Language English
Abstract The Sixth Pan-African Congress convened at the University of Dar es
Salaam in Tanzania and was hosted by the Tanganyika African National
Union, June 3-13, 1974. The congress was an international forum poised
to address the problems facing African people. The Sixth Pan-African
Congress Records document individuals who attended the conference,
as well as a record of those who were invited but did not attend. Also
included is correspondence from each of the districts involved, as well
as financial and fundraising records, press material, position papers,
committee files, and newsclippings.
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Biographical/Historical note
The Sixth Pan-African Congress convened at the University of Dar es Salaam in Tanzania and was
hosted by the Tanganyika African National Union, June 3-13, 1974. The congress was an international
forum poised to address the problems facing African people. The Sixth Pan African Congress occurred
more than 30 years after the Fifth Congress held in Manchester, England 1945. The Sixth Congress was
the first of the series held on African soil. During the conference, congress delegates sought to declare
independence, self-determination, unity and self-reliance throughout the African diaspora. Instituting
science and technology were just two other challenges facing African nations. Fighting the last struggles
of colonialism and minority rule were also major concerns for the congressional delegates. The goals fo
the conference were regaining ground for Africa's own natural resources, military, finances, and material.
The history of the Pan-African Congresses begins in 1900, when the first congress was held in London
July 23-25, 1900. Throughout the mid-to-late nineteenth century there were many revolts and uprisings
against colonialism on the African continent. The first congress is a reflection of and response to the
unrest and upheavals in the colonial world. In February of 1919, W.E.B. DuBois called a Pan-African
meeting, claiming his gathering to be the first congressional meeting. The numbered system begins
with the February 1919 meeting in Paris. The second congress was in 1921, and held in multiple cities,
including Paris, London and Brussels. The third congress was held in Lisbon and London in 1923. The
fourth congress was held in New York City in 1927. The fifth congress was held in 1945 in Manchester.
Scope and Contents note
The Sixth Pan-African Congress Records document individuals who attended the conference, as well as
a record of those who were invited but did not attend. Also included is correspondence from each of the
districts involved, as well as financial and fundraising records, press material, position papers, committee
files, and newsclippings.
Arrangement note
This collection is arranged in original order.
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Administrative Information
Publication Information
DC Africana Archives Project
Conditions Governing Access note
This collection is open for research.
Conditions Governing Use note
Some material may be copyrighted or restricted. It is the patron's obligation to determine and satisfy
copyright or other case restrictions when publishing or otherwise distributing materials found in the
collections.
Immediate Source of Acquisition note
tbd
Related Materials
Related Archival Materials note
tbd
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Collection Inventory
Box Folder
PAID NONE undated 1 1
Delegate-Addae, A.K. 1974 1 2
Press-Allen, Michael 1974 1 3
Visitor-Allen, William 1974 1 4
Observer-Anderson, Dorothy 1974 1 5
Delegate-Anderson, Edward 1974 1 6
Observer-Armstrong, George 1974 1 7
Delegate-Ayele, Moges 1974 1 8
Spg-Berry, Dr. Mary 1974 1 9
Staff-Brown, Edward 1974 1 10
Sponsor-Brown, H. Rap 1974 1 11
Delegate-Browne, Robert 1974 1 12
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Observer-Carey, Katura 1974 1 13
Visitor-Cato, Mrs. John 1974 1 14
Delegate-Clarke, Edward 1974 1 15
Delegate-Collins, Virginia E.Y. 1974 1 16
Delegate-Dallon, Joseph Jr. 1974 1 17
Delegate- Deloatch, Eugene 1974 1 18
Spg-Donaldson, James A. 1974 1 19
Delegate- Dudley, Julius Wayne 1974 1 20
Delegate-Dzidzienyo, Dr. Victor 1974 1 21
Spg- Early, James 1974 1 22
Spg- Ford, Eugene 1974 1 23
Spg- Ford, Eugene (mrs) 1974 1 24
Visitor- Garrett, Alice 1974 1 25
Visitor-Gibson-Scott, Herbert 1974 1 26
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Spg- Gomes, Christopher C. 1974 1 27
Delegate- Greene, Quintus 1974 1 28
Delegate- Hekima, Cheo 1974 1 29
Spg- Hightower, Charles 1974 1 30
Spg- Howard, William 1974 1 31
Delegate- Huell, Barbara 1974 1 32
Visitor- Johnson, Joan 1974 1 33
Delegate- Johnson, Joseph 1974 1 34
Delegate- Johnson, Lois L. Esq. 1974 1 35
Delegate- Kerry, Ubabuike J. 1974 1 36
Spg.-Langford, Anna R. 1974 1 37
Delegate- Lewis, Roy 1974 1 38
Observer- Lindsay, Bernice 1974 1 39
Delegate- Lombard, Rudolph 1974 1 40
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Delegate- Mccollum, Claude 1974 1 41
Observer-Mcduffie, Noble A. 1974 1 42
Delegate- Mcleod, Hope 1974 1 43
Spg- Mazique, Jewell R. 1974 1 44
Delegate- Millian, Betty (Imani) 1974 1 45
Spg- Modeste, Leon E. 1974 1 46
Delegate-Nitoto, Mansha Sakura 1974 1 47
Observer- Little, Igboanugo P. Ntukogu 1974 1 48
Delegate- Olateju, Bayo 1974 1 49
Observer-Pannigan, Jack 1974 1 50
Delegate- Paris, Wendell Howton 1974 1 51
Observer- Payne, N. Joyce 1974 1 52
Delegates-Renwick, Fred B. 1974 1 53
Delegate- Robinson, Robert J. 1974 1 54
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Delegate- Seal, Nella C. 1974 1 55
Spg- Simmons, Ira T. 1974 1 56
Visitor- Stewart, Charles A. 1974 1 57
Visitor- Stewart, Hope B. 1974 1 58
Observer- Stewart, Gail Yvonne 1974 1 59
Delegate- Suber, Malcolm 1974 1 60
Delegate- Traylor, Richard L. 1974 1 61
Delegate- Tull, Knox 1974 1 62
Delegate- Turner, Stafford Anthony 1974 1 63
Visitor- Wallace, William L. 1974 1 64
Delegate- Warner, Paul J. 1974 1 65
Delegate- Watkins, Charles 1974 1 66
Delegate- Welsing, Dr. Frances 1974 1 67
Visitor- Weston, Azzedin 1974 1 68
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Spg- Weston, Randy 1974 1 69
Spg- Williams, Dr. Hazaiah 1974 1 70
Delegate- Williams, Henry 1974 1 71
Staff- Young, Ivy 1974 1 72
Visitor- Young, John L. 1974 1 73
Visitor- Young, Loryne J. 1974 1 74
Other Transactions undated 1 75
Spg- Akalonu, S.O. 1974 1 76
Delegate- Akridge, Paul 1974 1 77
Delegate- Alexander, Franklin 1974 1 78
Press- Ali, Hodari 1974 1 79
Delegate- Anderson, S.E. 1974 1 80
Press- Austin, Edith Marie 1974 1 81
S&T- Baker, Rommel 1974 1 82
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Sponsor- Baraka, Imamu 1974 1 83
Press- Beaubien, Michael C. 1974 1 84
Sponsor- Bennett, Lerone 1974 1 85
Delegate- Brown, Frank Ellis 1974 1 86
Press- Blue, Carroll Parrott 1974 1 87
Visitor- Boyd, Herb 1974 1 88
Visitor- Butcher, Caryl 1974 1 89
Spg- Butcher, George 1974 1 90
Spg- Buther, Goler T. 1974 1 91
Visitor- Callwood, Dennis Olanzo 1974 1 92
Spg- Cobb, Charles 1974 1 93
Visitor- Cobb, Martha 1974 1 94
Delegate- Coleman, Don M. 1974 1 95
Visitor- Coleman, Madeline 1974 1 96
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Spg- Conyers, Rep. John 1974 1 97
Press- Costello, Deloris 1974 1 98
Visitor- Cox, Sandra E. 1974 1 99
Visitor- Crooms, David 1974 1 100
Observer- Crosier, Joseph M. 1974 1 101
Staff- Cumberpatch, Colin 1974 1 102
Delegate- Daniels, Eugene 1974 1 103
Delegate- Diakite, Margaret Siley 1974 1 104
Spg- Diallo, Valfoulaye 1974 1 105
Delegate- Douglas, William 1974 1 106
Observer- Dugan, Sister Dunn 1974 1 107
Spg- Epps, C. Roy 1974 1 108
Visitor- Ferguson, Janie 1974 1 109
Press-Fraser, Gerald 1974 1 110
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Press- Fuller, Hoyt 1974 1 111
Delegate- Garret, Jimmy 1974 1 112
Delegate- Garrett, Eric 1974 1 113
Delegate- Garrett, Roque 1974 1 114
Visitor- Hayes, Carolyn 1974 1 115
Visitor- Hill, Gloria 1974 1 116
Visitor- Hill, Hope 1974 1 117
Observer- Igambi, Levi L. 1974 1 118
Observer- Igambi, Mrs. Levi 1974 1 119
Observer- Igambi, Levi (Daughter) 1974 1 120
Observer- Jabali, Haiba 1974 1 121
Observer- Jabali, Warren 1974 1 122
Visitor- Jabali, Little Ms. 1974 1 123
Delegate-Jackson, Clarence A. 1974 1 124
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Visitor- Jackson, Elizabeth Louise 1974 1 125
Delegate- Kinyatti, Maina 1974 1 126
Delegate- Kodjoe, W. Ofautey 1974 1 127
Observer- Kuweza, Mtendaji 1974 1 128
Visitor- McCloud, Imogene 1974 1 129
Press- McDougall, Attorney Gay 1974 1 130
Press- Mcdougall, Attorney Harold 1974 1 131
Spg- McShine, J Orville 1974 1 132
Delegate- Mbeche, Edward 1974 1 133
Visitor- Miller, Jake 1974 1 134
Delegate- Mitchell, Charles 1974 1 135
Visitor- Moore, Carlton Maceo 1974 1 136
Press- Muhammad, Ozier 1974 1 137
Visitor- Nascimento, A. Abdias Dos 1974 1 138
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Staff- Ndanga, O.T. 1974 1 139
Guest- Neil, Earl 1974 1 140
Spg- Nzuwah, Mariyo 1974 1 141
Spg- Okadigbo, W.M. Chuba 1974 1 142
Delegate- Parker, Neville A. 1974 1 143
Delegate- Patterson, Mary Jane 1974 1 144
Visitor- Perry, Armagene 1974 1 145
Delegate- Pierre, Percy 1974 1 146
Delegate- Pierre, Olga 1974 1 147
Delegate- Ramey, Clayton R. 1974 1 148
Delegate- Robinson, Fletcher 1974 1 149
Visitor- Robinson, Nadine 1974 1 150
Press- Rooks, Belvie 1974 1 151
Delegate- Russell, Ira 1974 1 152
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Spg- Said, Abdulkadir N. 1974 1 153
Spg- Sawyer, G.M. 1974 1 154
Visitor- Sawyer, Maxine 1974 1 155
Visitor- Seldon, Patricia 1974 1 156
Visitor- Strickland, Ida 1974 1 157
Spg- Tate, Florence 1974 1 158
Delegate- T'shaka, Oba 1974 1 159
Visitor- T'shaka, Mrs. Oba 1974 1 160
Press- Vanlierop, Robert 1974 1 161
Delegate- Walton, Jeannette 1974 1 162
Visitor- Walton, Marcus 1974 1 163
Press- Wiley, Jean Fletcher 1974 1 164
Spg- Wilson, Dr. Wade 1974 1 165
Visitor- Wright, Carl J. 1974 1 166
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SPAC NA TOTAL DELEGATION A-Z 1974 1 167
Harvill, John Melvin 1974 1 168
REFUSED 1974 1 169
Declined- Akers, William L. 1974 1 170
Declined- Alexander, James Brett 1974 1 171
Rejected- Asebe, Ephrem 1974 1 172
Declined- Baker, George 1974 1 173
Press- Baly, Elaine F. 1974 1 174
Declined- Bannerman, Charles 1974 1 175
Observer- Bathily, Alymana 1974 1 176
Rejected- Battle, H. Jefferson 1974 1 177
Rejected- Bayne, Lloyd 1974 1 178
Observer- Bell, Darnetta Elaine 1974 1 179
Rejected- Bevins, Gloria 1974 1 180
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Declined- Bishaw, Makonnen 1974 1 181
Rejected- Bourne, St. Claire 1974 1 182
Declined- Brooks, Owen 1974 1 183
Declined- Brossard, Carlos 1974 1 184
Rejected- Carruthers, Dr. Jacob 1974 1 185
Declined- Carter, Lindsay Jr. 1974 1 186
Rejected- Chapman, Father Robert 1974 1 187
Declined- Coleman, Ora 1974 1 188
Refused- Cheek, Dr. James 1974 1 189
Sponsor- Drake, St. Claire 1974 1 190
Refused- Duckett, Joe Louis 1974 1 191
Declined- Farmer, Larry 1974 1 192
Declined- Fletcher, Robert 1974 1 193
Delegate- Ford, Clyde 1974 1 194
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Declined- Forman, James 1974 1 195
Declined- Graham, Rupert F 1974 1 196
Press- Gray, Vernard 1974 1 197
Press- Woodlon, Michael A. 1974 1 198
Press- William, Stephens 1974 1 199
Press- Gray, Louise V. 1974 1 200
Declined- Kidd, Charles 1974 1 201
Refused- Hall, Robin V. 1974 1 202
Declined- Hare, Nathaniel 1974 1 203
Refused- Harris, Clarence 1974 1 204
Declined- James, Hulbert Herique 1974 1 205
Visitor- Hill, James 1974 1 206
Declined- Hobbs, James 1974 1 207
Declined- Hood, Dharathula T. 1974 1 208
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Declined- James, C.L.R. 1974 1 209
Declined- Kidd, Shanga 1974 1 210
Declined- Kidd, CY 1974 1 211
Declined- Kidd, Chinyuie 1974 1 212
Declined- Kidd, Crayton 1974 1 213
Declined- Kidd, Charles Jr. 1974 1 214
Declined- Lawson, James R. 1974 1 215
Declined- Lawson, Lillian 1974 1 216
Declined- Lewis, Ida 1974 1 217
Declined- Kauroma, Patricia 1974 1 218
Refused- Lett, Monica 1974 1 219
Refused- Lwanga, Mrs. Caroli 1974 1 220
Refused- Lwanga, Little 1974 1 221
Refused- Moore, Bernice 1974 1 222
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Declined- Obafemi, Tulani 1974 1 223
Refused- O'daye, James Ernest 1974 1 224
Declined- Ojikutu, Rami 1974 1 225
Visitor- Outlaw, Frieda 1974 1 226
Visitor- Outlaw, Lucious 1974 1 227
Declined- Parker, Little 1974 1 228
Refused- Perinbam, Dr. Marie 1974 1 229
Declined- Plummer, Viola 1974 1 230
Rejected- Porter, Karen 1974 1 231
Declined- Rosemary, Attorney Vibert 1974 1 232
Decline- Russell, Carlos 1974 1 233
Declined- St. Julien, Michael 1974 1 234
Not Going- Sawyer, Granville 1974 1 235
Declined- Sitthole, Wilson D. 1974 1 236
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Declined- Soriano, Maximillano 1974 1 237
Declined- Steward, K.D. 1974 1 238
Declined- Sullivan, Dr. Leon 1974 1 239
Delegate- Swann, Bill 1974 1 240
Declined- Taylor, Robert 1974 1 241
Rejected- Veal, Ted 1974 1 242
Declined- Waiss, Kenneth 1974 1 243
Declined- Wells, Barry L. 1974 1 244
Declined- Westberry, Barbara 1974 1 245
Declined- Williams, Chancellor 1974 1 246
REFUNDS 1974 1 247
SPAC NA Refunds 5/74 1974 1 248
Persons Designated To Spend Night in London 1974 2 1
Delegates Who Did Not Resond 1974 2 2
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Declined Participants 1974 2 3
Financial Information 1974 2 4
District VIII Correspondence Incoming 1974 2 5
District X Correspondence 1974 2 6
District VII Correspondence Outgoing 1974 2 7
District VIII Correspondence Outgoing 1974 2 8
District X Correspondence Incoming 1974 2 9
District VII Correspondence Incoming 1974 2 10
District VI Correspondence Incoming 1974 2 11
District VI Correspondence Incoming 1974 2 12
District VI Correspondence Outcoming 1974 2 13
District V Correspondence Incoming 1974 2 14
District V Correspondence Outgoing 1974 2 15
District IV Correspondence Incoming 1974 2 16
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District II Correspondence Incoming 1974 2 17
District III Correspondence Incoming 1974 2 18
District III Correspondence Outgoing 1974 2 19
District IV Correspondence Outgoing 1974 2 20
District IX Correspondence Incoming 1974 2 21
District IX Correspondence Outgoing 1974 2 22
District II Correspondence Outgoing 1974 2 23
District I Correspondence Incoming 1974 2 24
District I Correspondence Outgoing 1974 2 25
Congress of African People Position Paper 1974 2 26
Diane Cheryl Evans- Visitor 1974 2 27
Ellison, Julian- Staff 1974 2 28
Davis, Percy- Observer 1974 2 29
Bachman, Raymond Dwight-Press 1974 2 30
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Dandato, Mazwi Fani- Observer 1974 2 31
Kenyatta, Reverend Muhammad- Declined 1974 2 32
Beaubien, Michael 1974 2 33
Anderson, John M.- Delegate 1974 2 34
Andrews, Robert- Delegate 1974 2 35
Anglin, Michael- Observer 1974 2 36
Ashurst, M. Carmen- Press 1974 2 37
Bachman, Wise Portia- Visitor 1974 2 38
Bailey, Jean- Visitor 1974 2 39
Barnes, Brenda D.- Visitor 1974 2 40
Barnes, Lawrence M. Jr.- Special Guest 1974 2 41
Bell, Craig- Visitor 1974 2 42
Biorthii, Amos- Delegate 1974 2 43
Boston, Catherine Ross- Visitor 1974 2 44
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Boston, Thomas- Observer 1974 2 45
Bouttet, Howard- Visitor 1974 2 46
Britton, Barbara- Staff 1974 2 47
Brown, Gary- Press 1974 2 48
Bullock, Etta- Visitor 1974 2 49
Burke, Harold Lester- Press 1974 2 50
Burrell, Joseph- Visitor 1974 2 51
Bush, Bernetta- Delegate 1974 2 52
Butler, Florence- Vistior 1974 2 53
Callahan, Cynthia- Visitor 1974 2 54
Cato, John David- Observer 1974 2 55
Charles, Herbert Jr.- Delegate 1974 2 56
Clarke, Carroll- Staff 1974 2 57
Claude, Judi- Staff 1974 2 58
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Clay, William Harold- Observer 1974 2 59
Coates, Willie- Observer 1974 2 60
Coley, Melvin B.- Press 1974 2 61
Connor, Veta- Staff 1974 2 62
Cook, Rosalind- Visitor 1974 2 63
Conway, Bruce- Delegate 1974 2 64
Cooper, Edward Clayton- Staff 1974 2 65
Darden, Rufus- Visitor 1974 2 66
Darden, Ruth Lythcott- Delegate 1974 2 67
Derrick, Samson- Visitor 1974 2 68
Derrick, Sorieda J.- Visitor 1974 2 69
Dewberry, Dorothy- Delegate 1974 2 70
Donaldson, Arnicia- Special Guest 1974 2 71
Donaldson, Jeff- Guest 1974 2 72
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Esogbue, Dr. Augustine -Delegate 1974 2 73
Ewing, Morris- Observer 1974 2 74
Favors, Jo Anne- Staff 1974 2 75
Oladele, Ajayi- Delegate 1974 2 76
Favors, Yvonne- Visitor 1974 2 77
Feaster, Bob- Observer 1974 2 78
Featherstone, Charolette- Special Guest 1974 2 79
Salaam, Kalamu Ya- Delegate 1974 2 80
Finney, Ronald- Press 1974 2 81
Finney, Yolanda- Delegate 1974 2 82
Foley, Sara- Delegate 1974 2 83
Francis, Ian- Special Guest 1974 2 84
Sadaukai, Owusu- Sponsor 1974 2 85
Gaitlin, Darryle- Visitor 1974 2 86
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Goodman, Phillip R.- Delegate 1974 2 87
Griffin, Thomas- Special Guest 1974 2 88
Henry, Hayward- Delegate 1974 2 89
Hall, Sherona- Visitor 1974 2 90
Gomes, Ralph E.- Special Guest 1974 2 91
Gullattee, Dr. Alyce- Delegate 1974 2 92
Harris, Doug 1974 2 93
Hiland, Janet E.- Visitor 1974 2 94
Hill, Sandra- Staff 1974 2 95
Hill, Sylvia- Staff 1974 2 96
Hill, Etta J.- Visitor 1974 2 97
Hoover, Mary- Delegates 1974 2 98
Hopkinson, George- Delegate 1974 2 99
Hoover, Robert S.- Delegate 1974 2 100
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Hoover, Robert S. -Delegate 1974 2 101
Horne, David L.- Staff 1974 2 102
Howard, Adranzer Sheila- Visitor 1974 2 103
Kasisi, Sala Udin- Delegate 1974 2 104
Hutchinson, Earl Ofari- Special Guest 1974 2 105
Huntchinson, Yvonne- Special Guest 1974 2 106
Ingutia, Augustine- Staff 1974 2 107
Jemison, Jan- Staff 1974 2 108
Jibrell, Mohamed- Special Guest 1974 2 109
Johnson, Linda- Visitor 1974 2 110
Johnson, Sandra Kaye- Visitor 1974 2 111
Johnson, Sterling- Visitor 1974 2 112
Jones, Carolyn- Visitor 1974 2 113
Jones, Marcus Earl- Delegate 1974 2 114
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Joyner, Irv- Visitor 1974 2 115
Lasley, Richard- Visitor 1974 2 116
Law, Lincoln- Delegate 1974 2 117
Lewis, Marlene P.- Visitor 1974 2 118
Lindsey, Patricia L.- Visitor 1974 2 119
Lloyd, Gil- Special Guest 1974 2 120
Locke, Gene- Delegate 1974 2 121
Lucas, Elizabeth- Visitor 1974 2 122
Lwanga, Charles- Delegate' 1974 2 123
Lytle, Barbara Wynder- Observer 1974 2 124
McCaw, Melvin- Special Guest 1974 2 125
McCain, Almetta L.- Visitor 1974 2 126
Mcknight, Father Albert J.- Delegate 1974 2 127
McKnight, Althea- Delegate 1974 2 128
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McKnight, Donald- Visitor 1974 2 129
Madhubuti, Haki R.- Delegate 1974 2 130
Malveaux, Juli- Delegate 1974 2 131
Mann, Wade- Delegate 1974 2 132
Marson, Everard- Delegate 1974 2 133
Martin, Muriel L.- Visitor 1974 2 134
Mathews, Claude L.- Delegate 1974 2 135
Meade, Mathew- Observer 1974 2 136
Mendez, John- Delegate 1974 2 137
Merritt, Kent- Visitor 1974 2 138
Miller, Eugene E.- Press 1974 2 139
Miller, James Edward- Press 1974 2 140
Montgomery, Sylvia V.- Visitor 1974 2 141
Moore, Queen Mother- Special Guest 1974 2 142
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Moyo, Dr. Charles T.B.- Delegate 1974 2 143
Ngwa, Jacob- Delegate 1974 2 144
Noah, Monday Efiong- Delegate 1974 2 145
Ntukogu, Igboanugo P.- Observer 1974 2 146
Ogletree, Charles- Delegate 1974 2 147
Outlaw, Lucius T.- Special Guest 1974 2 148
Paris, Brenda- Staff 1974 2 149
Parrott, June M.- Observer 1974 2 150
Payne, Carolyn- Visitor 1974 2 151
Payne, Thelma Lynch- Visitor 1974 2 152
Porter, Curtis- Visitor 1974 2 153
Porter, Nicole- Visitor 1974 2 154
Price, Jesse J.- Delegate 1974 2 155
Rich, Cynthia Jo- Press 1974 2 156
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Roberson, Ernest- Press 1974 2 157
Roberts, Alphonso- Delegate 1974 2 158
Roberts, Roy- Visitor 1974 2 159
Robinson, Alma- Press 1974 2 160
Robinson, Felicia- Visitor 1974 2 161
Ross, J. Claude- Delegate 1974 2 162
Sales, William Jr.- Observer 1974 2 163
Satterwhite, Frank Joseph- Delegate 1974 2 164
Scruggs, Frank- Visitor 1974 2 165
Shepard, Robert- Press 1974 2 166
Simmons, Gail- Visitor 1974 2 167
Smith, Linda- Visitor 1974 2 168
Smith, Riley Jr.- Observer 1974 2 169
Smith, Sharon- Visitor 1974 2 170
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Smith, Sharon- Visitor 1974 2 171
Kossouth, Snyder- Visitor 1974 2 172
Still, Yvonne- Press 1974 2 173
Stone, Walter- Visitor 1974 2 174
Tafesse, Berhanu- Delegate 1974 2 175
Taylor, Edward- Delegate 1974 2 176
Taylor, Loretta- Staff 1974 2 177
Thomas, Ricardo- Press 1974 2 178
Thompson, Anderson- Delegate 1974 2 179
Toure, Askia Muhammad- Delegate 1974 2 180
Turner, Hassan- Staff 1974 2 181
Tucker, Henry- Delegate 1974 2 182
Turner, James- Staff 1974 2 183
Turner, Janice- Staff 1974 2 184
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Turner, Sister Henrie- Delegate 1974 2 185
Vaughn, Edward- Delegate 1974 2 186
Vulindlela- Delegate 1974 2 187
Waiss, Beatrice- Staff 1974 2 188
Wallen, Thelma- Delegate 1974 2 189
Ward, June- Special Guest 1974 2 190
Ward, Francis- Special Guest 1974 2 191
Ward, Wardell- Visitor 1974 2 192
Watts, Alfonza- Observer 1974 2 193
Weuise, Maurice- Delegate 1974 2 194
Whalen, Irene T.- Visitor 1974 2 195
White, Gloria- Visitor 1974 2 196
Wilcox, Preston- Delegate 1974 2 197
Still, Lawrence- Press 1974 2 198
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Willis, Dorthy- Delegate 1974 2 199
Wright, Bobby- Special Guest 1974 2 200
Wright, Gail- Visitor 1974 2 201
Young, Eugene- Press 1974 2 202
Rejected Spac Na- 5/74 1974 2 203
SPAC NA Total Delegation by Status 1974 3 1
SPAC NA Delegates 4/74 1974 3 2
SPAC NA Congress Participants by Status 4/74 1974 3 3
SPAC NA Observers 4/74 1974 3 4
SPAC NA Special Guests 4/74 1974 3 5
SPAC NA Visitors 4/74 1974 3 6
SPAC NA Staff/Delegates 4/74 1974 3 7
SPAC NA Science and Technology 4/74 1974 3 8
SPAC NA Continental Africans in North America 4/74 1974 3 9
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SPAC NA Sponsors in North America 4/74 1974 3 10
SPAC NA Family/Visitors 4/74 1974 3 11
SPAC NA Press/Observers 4/74 1974 3 12
SPAC NA Total Delegation by State/District 1974 3 13
SPAC NA Districts State Breakdown and Chairman 1974 3 14
SPAC NA States Represented in Delegation 4/15/74 1974 3 15
SPAC NA States Not Represented 4/74 1974 3 16
SPAC NA Continental Africans of North America 4/74 1974 3 17
District I 1974 3 18
SPAC NA District I States List 1974 3 19
SPAC NA New England I Massachusetts 4/74 1974 3 20
SPAC NA New England I New York 4/74 1974 3 21
District II 1974 3 22
SPAC NA District II States List 1974 3 23
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SPAC NA Mid-Atlantic II Delaware 4/74 1974 3 24
SPAC NA Mid-Atlantic II Maryland 4/74 1974 3 25
SPAC NA Mid-Atlantic II New Jersey 4/74 1974 3 26
SPAC NA Mid-Atlantic II Pennsylvania 4/74 1974 3 27
SPAC NA Mid-Atlantic II Virginia 4/74 1974 3 28
SPAC NA Mid-Atlantic II Washington, D.C. 4/74 1974 3 29
District III 1974 3 30
SPAC NA District III States List 1974 3 31
SPAC NA South III Alabama 4/74 1974 3 32
SPAC NA South III Kentucky 4/74 1974 3 33
SPAC NA South III Louisiana 4/74 1974 3 34
SPAC NA South III Mississippi 4/74 1974 3 35
SPAC NA South III Tennessee 4/74 1974 3 36
District IV 1974 3 37
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SPAC NA District IV States List 1974 3 38
SPAC NA Southeast IV Florida 4/74 1974 3 39
SPAC NA Southeast IV Georgia 4/74 1974 3 40
SPAC NA Southeast IV North Carolina 4/74 1974 3 41
SPAC NA Southeast IV South Carolina 4/74 1974 3 42
District V 1974 3 43
SPAC NA District V States List 1974 3 44
SPAC NA Midwest V Illinois 4/74 1974 3 45
SPAC NA Midwest V Indiana 4/74 1974 3 46
SPAC NA Midwest V Iowa 4/74 1974 3 47
SPAC NA Midwest V Kansas 4/74 1974 3 48
SPAC NA Midwest Michigan 4/74 1974 3 49
SPAC NA Midwest V Minnesota 4/74 1974 3 50
SPAC NA Midwest V Ohio 4/74 1974 3 51
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SPAC Midwest V Wisconsin 4/74 1974 3 52
District VI 1974 3 53
SPAC NA District VI States List 1974 3 54
SPAC NA West VI Northern California 4/74 1974 3 55
SPAC NA West VI Southern California 4/74 1974 3 56
SPAC NA West VI Washington 4/74 1974 3 57
SPAC NA West VI Position Paper 1974 3 58
District VII 1974 3 59
SPAC NA District VII States List 1974 3 60
SPAC NA Southwest VII Colorado 4/74 1974 3 61
SPAC NA Southwest VII Nevada 4/74 1974 3 62
SPAC NA Southwest VII Texas 4/74 1974 3 63
District VIII 1974 3 64
SPAC NA District VIII States List 1974 3 65
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SPAC NA Quebec VIII 1974 3 66
District IX 1974 3 67
District IX States List 1974 3 68
SPAC NA Ontario IX Toronto 4/74 1974 3 69
Misc. 1974 3 70
West 1974 3 71
Staff 1974 3 72
South 1974 3 73
Southeast 1974 3 74
Montreal 1974 3 75
Southwest 1974 3 76
Toronto 1974 3 77
Mid-Atlantic 1974 3 78
New England 1974 3 79
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Midwest 1974 3 80
Continental Africans 1974 3 81
Barbara 1974 3 82
SPAC Black National Organizations 1974 3 83
Misc. 1974 3 84
SPAC- International Correspondence Incoming 1974 3 85
SPAC International African References 1974 3 86
SPACInternational Report FromInternational Secretariat 1974 3 87
SPAC International Correspondence Outgoing 1974 3 88
SPAC NA Mailing List-African Heads of State 1974 3 89
SPAC NA Mailing List African Heads of State 1974 3 90
SPAC NA Mailing List- Caribbean 1974 3 91
SPAC NA Mailing List- Europe 1974 3 92
SPAC NA Mailing List- African Heads of Liberation Movements 1974 3 93
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SPAC NA Mailing List- Tanzania Govt. Office 1974 3 94
SPAC NA Report for Black Ministers 1974 3 95
SPAC NA South Wesley W. Illinois 1974 3 96
SPAC NA Post-Congress Na Observers-Unexpected 1974 3 97
SPAC NA Memorabilia 1974 3 98
SPAC NA North America Caucus Minutes 1974 3 99
SPAC NA Info Distributed at Airport 1974 3 100
SPAC NA Information Distributed at Airport 1974 3 101
SPAC NA Childrens Book 1974 3 102
SPAC NA Sylvia Wynter 1974 3 103
SPAC NA Tanzania- Bernard Muguanda 1974 3 104
SPAC NA Tanzania Mwalimu Julius K Nyerere 1974 3 105
SPAC NA Trinidad & Tobago- James Millette 1974 3 106
SPAC NA Tunisia- M.L. Fayache 1974 3 107
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SPAC NA Republic of Uganda- Daudi M. Taliwaku 1974 3 108
SPAC NA Zaire- Madame Lumumba 1974 3 109
SPAC NA Republic of Zambia- KD Kaunda 1974 3 110
SPAC NA Ghana- Kwame Baah 1974 3 111
SPAC NA Ghana- I.K. Acheampong 1974 3 112
SPAC NA Ghana- Harry Reginald Amonoo 1974 3 113
SPAC NA Guinea- M. Sekou Toure 1974 3 114
SPAC NA Guyana- Shirley Field Ridley 1974 3 115
SPAC NA Haiti- Josette Phillippeaux 1974 3 116
SPAC NA Jamaica- Ambassador Fletcher 1974 3 117
SPAC NA Surinam- Cedric M. Lashley 1974 3 118
SPAC NA Swaziland- S.T. Msindazwe Sukati 1974 3 119
SPAC Tanzania- Paul Bomani 1974 3 120
SPAC Tanzania- Paul Bomani 1974 3 121
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Ambassadors 1974 3 122
SPAC NA Mailing List- African Ambassadors in Washington DC 1974 3 123
SPAC NA Algeria- A. Benkaci 1974 3 124
SPAC NA Antigua- Tim Hector 1974 3 125
SPAC NA Botswana-Amos M. Dambe 1974 3 126
SPAC NA Burundi- Joseph Ngadaniw 1974 3 127
SPAC NA Dahomey 1974 3 128
SPAC NA Federation of Nigeria- Yakubu Gowon 1974 3 129
SPAC NA Jamaica- Dudley Thompson 1974 3 130
SPAC NA Jamaica- Kwesi B. Nyame 1974 3 131
SPAC NA Kenya- JD Buliro 1974 3 132
SPAC NA Lesotho- Mothusi T. Mashologu 1974 3 133
SPAC NA Malawi- RB Mbaya 1974 3 134
SPAC NA Mauritania- Moktar Ould Daddah 1974 3 135
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SPAC NA Mauritius- C. Jesseramsing 1974 3 136
Visitors 1974 3 137
SPAC NA Post-Congress Correspondence 1974 3 138
SPAC NA Visitor Information Forms 3/74 1974 3 139
SPAC NA Visitor Information 1974 3 140
SPAC NA Steering Committee Minutes Outdated 1/74 Jan-74 4 1
SPAC NA Steering Committee /Outdated 1/74 Jan-74 4 2
SPAC/Secretary General Correspondence Incoming 11/73 Nov-73 4 3
SPAC NA Secretary-General Correspondence Inc 1/74 Jan-74 4 4
SPAC NASC Original Minutes 11/9-10-73 11/9/1973 4 5
SPAC Minutes of the North America S.C. November 10-Sep 4 6
SPAC Minutes of the NASC Executive Committee 10-Nov 4 7
SPAC NA Kent Conference Attendees 5/11/1973 4 8
SPAC NA Correspondence Incoming Apr-74 4 9
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SPAC NA Secretary-General Correspondence Out Jan-74 4 10
Carlos Moore undated 4 11
SPAC NA Post-Congress Publicity 4 12
SPAC NA Correspondence Outgoing Apr-74 4 13
SPAC OWUSU/Courtland Letter undated 4 14
SPAC NA Spec Visitors Rejections undated 4 15
SPAC NA Special Visitors Request Invitations 3/1/1974 4 16
SPAC NA Spec Vis/Black College Presidents Mimeo undated 4 17
Special Guest Letters undated 4 18
SPAC NA Spec Guest Accepted/Rejected Form Mar-74 4 19
SPAC NA District Report Form undated 4 20
Misc. Documents undated 4 21
SPAC NA Secretariat Meeting Minutes 11/29/1973 4 22
SPAC NA Bio Sketch of Secretary-Gen for Public Use 1974 4 23
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SPAC NA Minutes- NASC 11/10/1973 4 24
Mailing List SPAC Attendance at NASC 11/9-11/10 4 25
Exec Committee Minutes SPAC NA 12/8/1973 4 26
SPAC NA NASC Minutes and Agendas Feb. 22-23 4 27
SPAC/Secretary General Correspondence Outgoing undated 4 28
SPAC NA NASC Minutes 2/23/1974 4 29
SPAC NASC Executive Committee Minutes 12/8/1973 4 30
SPAC NA Minutes 1/13/1974 4 31
SPAC NA Papers Delivered at Congress undated 4 32
Black Studies Directors undated 4 33
SPAC NA Black Colleges Directory undated 4 34
SPAC NA Black Directors-Colleges 1973 4 35
Continental Africans undated 4 36
SPAC NA Committee of Continental Africans undated 4 37
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Political Concerns undated 4 38
SPAC NA Compilation of District Questions undated 4 39
SPAC NA Secretariat Report 1/7/1974 4 40
SPAC NA NASC Notice 2/22/1974 4 41
SPAC NA Organization Draft undated 4 42
SPAC World Council of Churches undated 4 43
SPAC NA State, District, Executive Committee Contact
Persons 1/31/1974 
4 44
SPAC NA Master Copy Stationery For Briefs and Memoes undated 4 45
SPAC NA Correspondence May-74 4 46
SPAC NA Correspondence Incoming May-75 4 47
SPAC Intern Invitation, International to SPAC Special Visitor undated 4 48
SPAC NA Special Visitor Black College Correspondence undated 4 49
Sponsors Requests-No Response 1/1/1974 4 50
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Sponsors Requested- No Response undated 4 51
SPAC NA Samora Machel undated 4 52
SPAC NA Agnostinho Neto undated 4 53
SPAC NA Aristides Pereira undated 4 54
SPAC NA Oliver Tambo undated 4 55
SPAC NA H. Rap Brown undated 4 56
SPAC NA Herbert Chitepo undated 4 57
SPAC NA Black Colleges SP Vis Mimeos undated 4 58
SPAC NA Delegate Letters Apr-74 4 59
SPAC NA Observer Letters Apr-74 4 60
SPAC NA Reject Letters Apr-74 4 61
SPAC NA To Be Considered Letters Apr-74 4 62
Sixth PAC Correspondence and Docs undated 4 63
Proposed Agenda for Dar Es Salaam undated 5 1
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SPAC NA Financial Report Nov- Feb. undated 5 2
SPAC Deposits undated 5 3
SPAC Account Travel undated 5 4
SPAC Account Telephone undated 5 5
SPAC Account Printing undated 5 6
SPAC Account Misc. undated 5 7
SPAC Account Mail undated 5 8
Sixth Pac Bank Deposit Books undated 5 9
Money Receipt Book undated 5 10
Science & Technology undated 5 11
SPAC NA Society of Scientists and Technologists For African
Development undated 
5 12
SPAC NA Science and Technology undated 5 13
Dar Coordinator's Report undated 5 14
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SPAC NA Special Visitor Information Blanks Master Copy undated 5 15
SPAC NA Special Guest Invitation List 3/1/1974 5 16
SPAC NA Sponsors Mailing List undated 5 17
SPAC Mailing List-Science & Technology undated 5 18
Sponsors-Acceptance undated 5 19
Sponsors-No Correspondence undated 5 20
Patrons undated 5 21
SPAC NA Mailing List undated 5 22
SPAC NA I.K. Acheampong undated 5 23
SPAC NA Errol Walter Barrow undated 5 24
SPAC NA Forbes Burnham undated 5 25
SPAC NA Michael Manley undated 5 26
SPAC NA Leopold Sedar Senghor undated 5 27
SPAC NA N.A. Mailing List undated 5 28
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Ngina Gbokunti undated 5 29
Frances King undated 5 30
SPAC-NA Exec. Committee Meet Notice/Agenda 12/8/1974 5 31
SPAC NA Mailing to Districts Exec Comm 4/29/1974 5 32
SPAC NA Transportation/Finances A-Z undated 5 33
SPAC NA Transport/Finances by District Apr-74 5 34
SPAC NA Transportation/Finances by Day Apr-74 5 35
SPAC NA Mailings to Exec Staff re: Delegation 4/74-5/74 5 36
SPAC NA Manifest List undated 5 37
Delegation 5/15/1974 5 38
SPAC NA Delegation Mailing Master Copies 5/10/1974 5 39
SPAC NA Mailing to Sponsors 4/29/1974 5 40
SPAC NA Mailing to J. Turner, J. Ellison, J. Claude, E. Wilson 4/29/1974 5 41
Staff Notice 4/15/1974 5 42
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SPAC NA Delegation Notice 4/15/1974 5 43
SPAC NA Delegation Notice 10-Apr 5 44
SPAC NA Photos and Addresses for Delegation undated 5 45
SPAC NA Briefing Paper Mailing Jan-74 6 1
SPAC NA Information Papers for Executive Mtg. in N.Y. 4/5/1974 6 2
SPAC NA Mailing List Jul-74 6 3
Transportation undated 6 4
Sylvia-Personal undated 6 5
SPAC NA General Mailing List undated 6 6
SPAC NA Press Notice 15-Apr 6 7
SPAC NA Notebook 1974 6 8
Notes on Proced undated 6 9
SPAC NA Morocco- Badreddine Senoussi undated 6 10
SPAC NA Briefing Papers Copy Jan-74 6 11
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Credentials undated 6 12
SPAC NASC Executive Political Concerns undated 6 13
Publicity undated 6 14
SPAC NA Publicity Documents undated 6 15
SPAC NA Black Technology undated 6 16
SPAC NA Poster and Flyer 1/31/1974 6 17
SPAC NA Lerone Bennett undated 6 18
Hold for Future Correspondence undated 6 19
SPAC Organization Request Letter undated 6 20
SPAC NA Delegate/Observer Application undated 6 21
SPAC NA Delegate/Observer Application undated 6 22
SPAC NA Delegate/Observer Draft undated 6 23
SPAC NA Delegate/Observer Questionnaire Mailing 12/21/1973 6 24
SPAC Delegate Observer Application undated 6 25
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Transportation undated 6 26
SPAC NA Joe Appiah undated 6 27
SPAC NA Kofi Baako undated 6 28
SPAC NA Imamu Amiri Baraka undated 6 29
SPAC NA Kojo Botsio undated 6 30
SPAC NA Republic of Liberia S. Edward Peal undated 6 31
SPAC NA Nigeria B. Akporode undated 6 32
SPAC NA Nigeria BA Clark undated 6 33
SPAC NA Nigeria John M. Garba undated 6 34
SPAC NA Republic of Nigeria EO Kolade undated 6 35
SPAC NA Sudan Mamoun AG Yousif undated 6 36
SPAC NA Paulu Kamarakafego undated 6 37
Sponsors undated 6 38
Special Guests Invitations to be checked against mailing list undated 6 39
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SPAC NA Alioune Diop undated 6 40
SPAC NA St. Claire Drake undated 6 41
SPAC NA Norman Girvan undated 6 42
SPAC NA A. Casely Hayford undated 6 43
SPAC NA Cobina Kessie undated 6 44
SPAC NA Eusi Kwayana undated 6 45
SPAC NA George Lamming undated 6 46
SPAC NA Sam Nujoma undated 6 47
SPAC NA Chike Onwuachi undated 6 48
SPAC Briefing Paper Outdated undated 6 49
SPAC NA Brochure Draft Dec-73 6 50
SPAC Brocure New Draft 1/1/1973 6 51
SPAC Briefing Paper 1 Page undated 6 52
SPAC NA Newspaper Articles undated 6 53
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SPAC NA The Call No. 1 undated 6 54
SPAC NA The Call No. 2 undated 6 55
Fundraising undated 6 56
SPAC NA Black History Week undated 6 57
SPAC NASC Executive Fund Raising undated 6 58
SPAC Donation Blank undated 6 59
SPAC $10 Donation Letter undated 6 60
SPAC Organization Action Step Check undated 6 61
SPAC Church Action Step Check undated 6 62
SPAC NA Misc. Documents 1 of 2 undated 6 63
SPAC NA Misc. Documents 2 of 2 undated 6 64
Political Concerns undated 7 1
SPAC NA Black Scholar Article by Sylvia Hill Apr-74 7 2
SPAC NA Interview Dr.CLR James undated 7 3
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SPAC NA Papers 1 of 2 undated 7 4
SPAC NA Papers 2 of 2 undated 7 5
SPAC-Intern Congress Structure Draft undated 7 6
Midwest Steering Committee 9/4/1973 7 7
Sixth Pan-African Congress, Inc. Info undated 7 8
Sixth PAC Position Papers and Statements 1 of 4 undated 7 9
Sixth PAC Position Papers and Statements 2 of 4 undated 7 10
Sixth PAC Position Papers and Statements 3 of 4 undated 7 11
Sixth PAC Position Papers and Statements 4 of 4 undated 7 12
Newsclippings- Tanzania undated 7 13
Sixth PAC NA Correspondence undated 7 14
Sixth PAC NA Misc. Documents undated 7 15
